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ABSTRACT

Quality assurance for highly configurable systems uses t-wise feature interaction coverage as a metric to measure the quality of selected samples for testing. Achieving t-wise feature interaction coverage requires testing many configurations, often exceeding the available testing time for frequently evolving systems. As testing time is a limiting factor, current testing procedures face the challenge of finding a reasonable trade-off between achieving t-wise feature interaction coverage and reducing the time required for testing. To address this challenge, we can consider t-wise feature interactions covered in previous test executions when calculating the achieved t-wise feature interaction coverage. However, the current definition of t-wise feature interaction coverage does not consider previously tested configurations. Therefore, we propose continuous t-wise coverage as a new customizable metric for tracking the ratio of achieved t-wise feature interaction coverage over time. Our metric allows customizing the tradeoff between test effort per system version and the time to achieve t-wise coverage. We evaluate various parameterizations for our metric on four real-world evolution histories and investigate how they impact the calculated t-wise feature interaction coverage. Our results show that a high t-wise feature interaction coverage can be achieved by testing significant (up to 50%) smaller samples per commit, when the evolution of the system is considered.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Safety-critical software systems are highly configurable as well as frequently evolving. Many leading OEMs use the open-source platform Automotive Grade Linux (AGL), which is based on the Linux kernel, to develop in-vehicle software. The Linux foundation measured more than 75,000 commits to the kernel repository in 2019, giving rise to about 250 commits per day on average.

Typically, the evolution of a large system, such as the Linux kernel, includes four phases (development, commit, integration, and testing) [29, 35]. The process of evolving a system starts with a developer changing the problem- or the solution space of the system (i.e., development) and committing the changes to a repository (i.e., commit). Integrating the developer’s commit into the system creates a new system version (i.e., integration).

Testing is an important method to assure functional safety and is commonly executed after each commit [2, 27]. However, time and resources for testing are limited in practice, especially for rapidly evolving systems. For instance, with 250 daily commits, the test execution per commit may only take less than 6 minutes (i.e., 24,600 = 5.7). This often mandates a trade-off between fast and resource-efficient test cycles (i.e., low testing time and testing costs) and sufficient system coverage [8, 9, 29, 35]. Configurable systems compound this conflict of interest, as the tests need to be executed on multiple configurations. As even tiny systems possess too many configurations to feasibly execute the tests on all configurations of even a single commit (e.g., JHipster with 48 features and 15 cross-tree constraints required 182 days of computing time to test all 26,256 valid configurations [10]), the aforementioned trade-off also needs to take the number of tested configurations into account.

Sample-based testing [18, 28, 36] mitigates the challenge posed by the combinatorial explosion by selecting a small and representative subset of product configurations (i.e., a sample) for testing. A product configuration consists of selected configuration options

(i.e., features) [3]. Covering all possible feature tuples of strength $t$ (i.e., $t$-wise feature interaction coverage) is one prominent criterion to determine that a sample is representative [7, 26]. A sample must contain all possible combinations of $t$-tuples of features to achieve $t$-wise feature interaction coverage. For instance, to achieve pair-wise feature interaction coverage (i.e., $t = 2$), all valid combinations of two features must be present in at least one configuration in the sample. A number of $t$-wise sampling algorithms exist to calculate samples that achieve $t$-wise feature interaction coverage in a short amount of time [36]. However, for most real-world systems, state-of-the-art samplers only scale to $t \leq 3$ [15].

However, samples that achieve 100% $t$-wise feature interaction coverage for large configurable systems often contain hundreds of configurations, rendering sample-based testing of each commit infeasible [33]. One recently introduced sampling algorithm, YASA [15], calculates a pair-wise coverage sample consisting of 545 configurations for Linux version 2.6.28, which contains 6,889 features, in about 30 minutes. Still, spending half an hour calculating the sample and executing test cases on hundreds of configurations for each commit is not feasible for a system such as the Linux kernel. Thus, practitioners do not use the potential of systematic sample-based testing. Instead, they often choose a small number of configurations based on expert knowledge, random selection, or a naive heuristic as a test sample (S). In the case of the Linux Kernel, a set of predefined and a set random configurations are tested per commit. This unsystematic sample-based testing process leads to an inefficient and unevenly distributed coverage of $t$-wise feature tuples, while they should be tested equally to reduce the risk of faulty and unforeseen feature interactions.

Tested configurations of previous commits contain knowledge about covered $t$-wise feature tuples. We can use this knowledge to incrementally guide configuration selection in high-time and resource-constrained test settings. Uncovering the number of already covered feature tuples is a prerequisite to using this knowledge for efficient configuration selection and prioritization. The currently established metric for calculating $t$-wise feature interaction coverage considers only the most recent commit when calculating the achieved coverage. In the remainder, we will therefore refer to the established metric as one-shot coverage.

The goal of this paper is to introduce the concept of accumulating $t$-wise feature tuples over time to increase the achieved $t$-wise feature interaction coverage throughout the evolution of a system. To quantify our approach, we define continuous $t$-wise coverage as a new metric to compute coverage over time. Our metric is not an approach used to compute samples, instead its purpose is to measure the achieved coverage of samples computed for successive system versions. We introduce the commit window size ($n$) as a parameter to adapt how many commits from the system’s evolution are considered when calculating the achieved continuous $t$-wise feature interaction coverage. For instance, by setting the window size to five commits ($n = 5$), the tested configurations of the most recent five commits are considered when calculating $t$-wise feature interaction coverage. By setting $n = 1$, our metric emulates one-shot coverage. We evaluate our metric on four Kconfig-based systems, such as BusyBox, Fiasco, Soleta, and Uclibc, for which an extensive history is known. Our evaluation aims to show the benefits of considering previously tested configurations, under consideration of problem-space changes (i.e., feature model changes), to guide test strategies for a new system version. We also discuss the trade-off between the number of tested configurations and the size of the commit window (CW) to reach the required coverage, as this is of great relevance for the approach to be feasible in practice. In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We propose the metric continuous $t$-wise coverage to measure $t$-wise feature interaction coverage over time.
- We provide an implementation of our metric as open-source command-line tool.
- We evaluate continuous $t$-wise coverage on evolution histories of real-world configurable systems.

## 2 BACKGROUND

This section provides background information about the sample-testing process of configurable systems. First, we elaborate on managing variability of configurable systems in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we provide essential information on how configurations for sample-based testing are typically generated.

### 2.1 Managing Variability

A configurable system consists of a set of possible products, which share a set of common and varying properties, captured in a feature model [3, 14]. The feature model of a configurable system manages variability by specifying all possible configuration options (features) and their dependencies [3, 6, 14, 34]. It is the representation of the problem space of a configurable system, and an essential part of each system version (i.e., commit of the system). A feature model $M = (F, D)$ is a tuple consisting of a set of features $F$ and a set feature dependencies $D$. We define the features of a feature model as $F = \{f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_n\}$ where $f_i$ represents a Boolean variable with a unique feature name and $o$ is the total number of features in the feature model dependencies $d \in D$ between features are typically represented by propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF) notation. We denote the set of all dependencies in the feature model as $D = \{d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_p\}$ where $p$ is the total number of dependencies contained in the feature model.

Feature models are often visualized as feature diagrams to increase human readability [4, 14]. A feature diagram orders features in a tree structure based on their dependencies. Figure 1 shows a feature diagram of a simplified car system, which we use as our running example. The feature model of our running example is inspired by the car example feature model of FeatureIDE. It consists of the following eleven features: Car, Carbody, Radio, Gearbox, Ports, Navigation, Bluetooth, Manual, Automatic, USB, CD. Throughout the paper, we use a shorthand notation which represents features
by integer values. Feature names are directly mapped to integer values by enumerating the features in the feature model. Figure 1 indicates the mapping for our running example using the numbers in brackets. For instance, feature Car is mapped to 0, Carbody to 1, and so on until feature CD which is mapped to literal 10.

A feature diagram captures the dependencies between features through their end types and propositional formulas below the diagram (e.g., Navigation \( \Rightarrow \) USB), so-called cross-tree constraints. Our running example contains four different end types to model the dependencies, mandatory feature (i.e., filled circle), optional feature (i.e., empty circle), OR-group (i.e., filled arch), and alternative-group (i.e., empty arch). A mandatory feature, such as Carbody must always be true when its parent feature (e.g., Car) is true, while optional features, such as Radio can be true when its parent feature (e.g., Car) is true. The mandatory dependency between Car and Carbody can be written as \(~\text{Car} \vee \text{Carbody}\) in CNF, or as \(\{\neg 0, 1\}\) in a shorthand notation. The dependency between the features Ports, USB, and CD is called an Or-group. It describes that if the parent feature (i.e., Ports) is true at least one of the features USB, or CD must be true, and it can be written as \(\{\neg 4, 9, 10\}\) in our shorthand notation. The features Gearbox, Manual, and Automatic are modeled as alternative-group, which means that if Gearbox is true either Manual, or Automatic but not both simultaneously must be true. It can be expressed as \(\{\{\neg 3, 7, \neg 8\}; \{\neg 3, \neg 7, 8\}\}\) in shorthand notation.

### 2.2 Configuration Testing

Users of a configurable system can build configurations by selecting (i.e., setting a feature to true) and deselecting features (i.e., setting a feature to false). A configuration represents a variant of the configurable system, which can be derived using a variability realization mechanism [3, 6, 34]. We define a configuration \(C\) as the set of selected and deselected features of a feature model. For instance, a user can create a configuration \(C_1\) of our running example by selecting Car, Carbody, Gearbox, Manual, and deselecting all other features. In our shorthand notation we express the example configuration as \(C_1 = \{1, \neg 2, 3, \neg 4, \neg 5, \neg 6, 7, \neg 8, \neg 9, \neg 10\}\)

A configuration is called valid, if it conforms to the constraints defined by the corresponding feature model \(M(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{D})\). Throughout our paper, we use the notation \(C(M)\) to describe the set of valid configurations for feature model \(M(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{D})\).

Real-world systems often provide many features, which results in an enormous number of possible valid configurations, due to the combinatorial explosion problem [18, 28, 36], and testing all of those is not feasible. Instead, sample-based testing is often used to verify the functional safety of a configurable system by testing a representative subset of all valid configurations (i.e., a sample). We define a sample as \(S \subseteq C\). Selecting a sample to test a configurable system can be done by sampling algorithms, such as random sampling [30], or t-wise interaction sampling [5, 7, 12, 15, 24, 31]. One prominent criterion to rate the quality of a sample is the t-wise feature interaction coverage a sample achieves [36].

A t-wise feature interaction \((f_1, \ldots, f_t)\) is a tuple of size \(t\), that contains selected or deselected features from the permutation set \(2^\mathcal{F}\) of all features in the feature model. For instance, \(\{\neg 1, 2\}; (1, 3); (\neg 2, 3)\) are examples for pair-wise \((t = 2)\) feature tuples for our running example. We call a feature combination of size \(t\) valid if it can appear in at least one valid configuration \(C(M)\) of the feature model. According to our definition of valid feature combinations, the tuple \(\{\neg 1, 2\}\) is not a valid feature interaction for our running example because it violates the dependency that the feature Carbody must always be selected. We define the set of valid t-wise feature interactions \(I(t, M)\) for a feature model \((M)\) by

\[
I(t, M) = \{(f_1, \ldots, f_t) | (f_1, \ldots, f_t) \in C(M)\}
\]

A sample achieves full (i.e., 100%) t-wise feature interaction coverage when all valid feature combinations are contained in at least one configuration of the sample. Not all sampling algorithms generate samples that achieve full t-wise feature interaction coverage. The set of valid t-wise feature interactions contained in a sample is defined by \(I(t, M, S) = \{(f_1, \ldots, f_t) | \text{there exists } C \in S \text{ such that } (f_1, \ldots, f_t) \subseteq C\}\). The ratio of achieved t-wise feature interaction coverage is calculated by dividing the number of t-wise feature interactions contained in a sample by the number of all valid t-wise feature interactions of the feature model.

\[
\text{coverage } (t, M, S) = \frac{|I(t, M, S)|}{|I(t, M)|}
\]

### 3 Problem Statement

Achieving t-wise feature interaction coverage over time by accumulating covered feature interactions for a number of previous commits (commit window) may reduce testing effort for a commit. We show this potential by a thought experiment.

**Thought Experiment.** Assume we have our running example from Figure 1, for which we want to ensure functional safety during the system’s evolution. Typically, the system developers commit three times a day, but the feature model is not changed. The system needs to be tested with pair-wise feature interaction coverage for each commit. Using the YASA sampling algorithm [15], we calculate a pair-wise feature interaction sample containing seven configurations in less than 20 seconds. However, we only have time to test three configurations per commit. So, we cannot achieve full pair-wise feature interaction coverage in one commit because we do not have the testing resources to fully test seven configurations. However, if we soften the requirement of achieving pair-wise coverage in every commit slightly to achieving coverage once per day, this becomes feasible, by splitting the seven configurations so that each is tested at least once after three commits.
Table 1: Configurations tested per commit of the evolution history of the running example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>commit</th>
<th>configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>commit 0</td>
<td>c1: {0, 1, ¬2, 3, ¬4, ¬5, ¬6, 7, ¬8, ¬9, ¬10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c2: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ¬7, ¬8, 9, 10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c3: {0, 1, ¬2, 3, ¬4, ¬5, ¬6, 7, ¬8, ¬9, 10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commit 1</td>
<td>c4: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ¬7, ¬8, ¬9, 10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c5: {0, 1, 2, 3, ¬4, ¬5, ¬6, 7, ¬8, 9, 10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c6: {0, 1, 2, 3, ¬4, 5, 6, 7, ¬8, ¬9, 10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commit 2</td>
<td>c7: {0, 1, 2, 3, ¬4, 5, ¬6, ¬7, 8, ¬9, ¬10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c1: {0, 1, ¬2, 3, ¬4, ¬5, ¬6, 7, ¬8, ¬9, 10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c2: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ¬8, 9, ¬10}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the mapping between commits and tested configurations. The first column of the table shows the numbered commits from one to three, while the second column shows configurations with configuration names one to seven and the set of features contained by the configuration. According to our testing requirements, we can test three configurations per commit. In commit 1 and 2, we test three configurations each. So that, we need to test only one of those seven configurations in commit 3, which leaves testing resources for retesting configurations (e.g., c1 and c2). Table 1 indicates that configurations c1 and c2 will be retested after the coverage threshold is reached. This is an example to illustrate how retesting of configurations can be done. In a real test scenario, the order of retesting configurations could be adjusted appropriately.

Table 1 shows that it is possible to split a t-wise interaction sample over multiple commits to achieve t-wise feature interaction coverage after the third commit. In practice, however, calculating a sample in advance and distributing the configurations of that sample across multiple commits is not useful due to changes in the problem space and solution space. Instead, samples of the required size are created for each commit individually. Calculating how much t-wise feature interaction coverage is achieved by samples of previous system versions is not possible with the currently established one-shot metric, at least not without addressing the following questions: 1) For which feature model do we compute the t-wise feature interaction coverage? 2) Which feature tuples are still valid for the chosen system version? 3) How can we make sure that feature tuples are not considered multiple times, thus inflating the t-wise interaction coverage? With continuous t-wise coverage, we present a metric that addresses these questions and can be applied to an evolution history of a configurable system.

However, simply accumulating t-wise feature interaction coverage over time is not yet sufficient. In a real-world evolution scenario, there are significant challenges that must be addressed by a well-defined metric. For example, many of the current testing procedures focus on one-shot coverage, which should not be ignored by the new metric. Therefore, we require equivalence (Req.1) between one-shot coverage and continuous t-wise coverage to allow a seamless conversion of current procedures. Depending on the nature and structure of the system and development process, real-world testing scenarios differ strongly wrt. quality demands and testing time. For example, testing a volatile system with many small changes to the problem and solution space in a short period of time will invalidate previously covered feature tuples on each commit, and will likely not benefit from a large commit history. Instead, it will be more beneficial for these systems to test more new configurations, increasing the testing time per commit. On the other hand, for a stable system with few changes to the problem and solution space, covered feature tuples will remain valid for many commits in the commit history. Therefore, testing these systems will benefit from considering longer commit histories and testing fewer configurations in each commit to spread the testing effort over time. Therefore, we require that continuous t-wise coverage must be adaptable (Req.2) wrt. the number of configurations tested in one commit, and the number of commits that are used to achieve t-wise feature interaction coverage over time. During the evolution of configurable systems feature tuples may be covered by different configurations or become invalid because of changes to the problem or solution space of the system. We require tuple uniqueness (Req.3) and robustness (Req.4) when calculating t-wise feature interaction coverage, so that duplicate and invalid feature tuples do not distort the result of continuous t-wise coverage.

4 CONTINUOUS T-WISE COVERAGE METRIC

In this section, we define continuous t-wise coverage as an extension of t-wise coverage and argue, how our definition satisfies the requirements of Section 3.

4.1 Defining Commit and Sample Histories

We capture a systems’ evolution by its commit history \( H \). A commit \( \text{commit} \) represents all changes done by a developer to create a new system version. We define the commit history as list of commits \( H = [\text{commit}_0, \ldots, \text{commit}_k] \), which describes all changes to the system throughout its history. Naturally, we define the length of the commit history \( h = |H| \) as the number of commits contained in the commit history. The first element in the list (i.e., \( \text{commit}_0 \)) is the earliest commit of the system, while the last element in the list (i.e., \( \text{commit}_k \)) represents the most recent commit of the system. In our running example (see Section 3), we have a commit history containing three commits, starting with \( \text{commit} \ 0 \) at index \( \text{commit}_0 \) and ending with \( \text{commit} \ 2 \) at index \( \text{commit}_2 \).

In sample-based testing, tests are executed on a number of selected system configurations (i.e., a sample \( S \)). Over the systems’ evolution, a history of tested samples is built, which we define as the sample history \( SH = [S_0, \ldots, S_b] \) of the system. In case of our running example, \( SH \) contains three samples, i.e., \( SH = \{\{c1, c2, c3\}, \{c4, c5, c6\}, \{c7, c1, c2\}\} \). A sample is tested for each commit of the system. We define the size of \( SH \) to be equal to the the length of \( H \). Further, we got a one-to-one mapping between the elements of \( H \) and \( SH \). Using this mapping, we can query a sample \( S_b \in SH \) from the sample history by a commit \( \text{commit}_b \in H \) from the commit history.

4.2 Defining Continuous T-Wise Coverage

As defined in Equation 1, t-wise interaction coverage is measured as the ratio between feature tuples contained in the configurations of a sample and all possible feature tuples of the respective commit. Our new metric, continuous t-wise coverage, extends this definition by considering a sequence of samples (i.e., a sample window \( SW \))
instead of a single sample. The size of this sequence (i.e., the size of the sample window) can be adapted to any number of available samples in the sample history \(S\). Equation 2 shows the resulting formula to calculate continuous t-wise coverage.

\[
\text{contcoverage} (t, M, SW) = \frac{|I(t, M, \cup_{S \in SW} S)|}{|I(t, M)|} = \text{coverage} (t, M, \cup_{S \in SW} S)
\] (2)

Recall that the function \(I\) only considers valid and unique interactions. Hence, per definition all invalid feature tuples caused by problem space changes are excluded from the calculation of continuous t-wise coverage so that continuous t-wise coverage satisfies the robustness requirement (Req.4). As the function \(I\) is defined using sets, computing the union of samples from the sample window yields itself a set of unique configurations, maintaining a correct number of covered interactions, even if they are covered by multiple sample configurations in different samples (i.e., continuous t-wise coverage satisfies Req.3). Furthermore, as the union of samples in the history constitutes a sample itself, it holds that the continuous coverage of a sample window \(SW\) of size one equals the classic coverage, which satisfies the first requirement Req.1.

4.3 Customization Options

An application of continuous t-wise coverage is to support the efficient usage of testing resources by determining how many configurations must be tested per commit for achieving t-wise feature interaction coverage in a fixed number of commits. We define the parameters window size \(n\) and sample size \(m\) to make continuous t-wise coverage adaptable for differing testing requirements.

We introduce the commit window \(CW\) to adjust the number of considered commits when calculating continuous t-wise coverage. The commit window \(CW\) is a sub-sequence of the commit history. We define the size of the commit window \(n = |CW|\) as the number of commits the commit window contains. All commits in the commit window are ordered as a list of elements \(CW = [comm_{h}, \ldots, comm_{h-n}]\), starting with the most recent commit of the commit history \(comm_{h}\) and ending with the \(n\)-th most recent commit counting backwards. Similar we define the sample window \(SW = [S_{h} \ldots S_{h-n}]\). In our running example, the commit window \(CW\) is equal to its commit history \(H\). However, we can imagine another example where only two commits (i.e., \(n = 2\)) in the running example are considered to calculate continuous t-wise coverage. In this case, the commit window contains the third and the second commit \(CW = [commit2, commit1]\) and the respective sample window contains the configurations \(SW = \{c1, c2, c7, c4, c5, c6\}\).

We define the number of configurations of a sample \(S\), by \(m\). With this sample size parameter, we can choose how many configurations of a sample are tested in each commit. Consequently, \(m = 3\) for our running example. The commit window size \(n\) and the sample size \(m\), provide the freedom to experiment with various strategies to achieve t-wise feature interaction coverage over time. Hence, our metric can be applied flexibly to various testing scenarios, which satisfies the adaptability requirement Req.2.

5 EVALUATION

RQ1: How does continuous coverage compare to one-shot coverage over time? In RQ1, we measure how the accumulation of t-wise feature tuples influences the t-wise feature interaction coverage throughout the system’s evolution. In particular, we are interested in analyzing the trend of continuous t-wise coverage compared to one-shot coverage. As part of this analysis, we answer the following sub-research questions: RQ1.1) Does continuous t-wise coverage reach coverage values comparable to one-shot coverage values, even if a significantly smaller sample size is used? Our expectation for this sub-research question is that continuous t-wise coverage achieves at least the same t-wise feature interaction coverage as one-shot sampling, when the same sample size is used. If a smaller sample size compared to one-shot sampling is used, we expect to see a ramp-up phase for the first \(n\) commits, where \(n\) is the size of the chosen commit window. We expect that continuous t-wise coverage outperforms one-shot coverage after this ramp-up phase even for significantly smaller sample sizes. RQ1.2) After how many commits does continuous t-wise coverage achieve 98% of covered feature interactions? After the ramp-up phase, we expect that the achieved coverage will further increase until a threshold is reached. Ideally this threshold will be at 100% t-wise feature interaction coverage, but depends on the parameter configuration of the sample size \(m\) and the commit window size \(n\). We will analyze various parameter combinations for different subject systems, to evaluate which parameter combinations achieve 98% covered feature interactions after how many commits. RQ1.3) How strongly do changes in the feature model influence continuous t-wise coverage? One factor that influences which t-wise feature interaction coverage can be achieved by continuous t-wise coverage are the changes in the problem space (i.e., feature model changes) between commits. Changing the feature model will influence the number of t-wise feature tuples which need to be covered, by either increasing their number (i.e., adding features, or removing restricting constraints) or decreasing their number (i.e., removing features, or adding restrictive constraints). Our expectation is that in general continuous t-wise coverage will be resilient against feature model changes. A strong increase of feature tuples to be covered (i.e., adding new feature, removing restrictive constraints) will result in a temporal decrease of the calculated continuous t-wise coverage, because we expect that the sample size \(m\) is not large enough to cover the newly added tuples in one commit. A strong decrease of feature tuples to be covered (i.e., removing features, or adding restrictive constraints) will not affect the continuous t-wise coverage metric, because previously covered feature tuples will be invalidated, but there will also be less feature tuples to be covered.

RQ2: What is the trade-off between test effort per commit and time to achieve continuous t-wise interaction coverage? With this research question, we analyze how the parameters sample size \(m\) and commit window size \(n\) influence the increase of t-wise feature interaction coverage over time. Based on this analysis, we achieve an estimation of trade-offs for different testing scenarios. Theoretically, the ideal trade-off between sample size \(m\) and commit window size \(n\) is to achieve high t-wise feature interaction coverage with low values for \(m\) and \(n\). However, the actual best trade-off between both parameters may depend on the testing scenario. We
measure continuous t-wise coverage for various permutations of sample size and commit window size to analyze the trade-off between them. As a result, we expect to find that a larger commit window is necessary to achieve higher t-wise feature interaction coverage when the sample size is reduced and vice versa.

### 5.1 Experiment Setup

In the following, we describe the setup of our experiments, starting with selecting the subject systems and their commit histories.

**Subject Systems.** We use the commit histories of BusyBox, Fiasco, Soletta, and Uclibc as subject systems in our evaluation. Those are highly configurable and frequently evolving systems from real-world applications, which use the kconfig language to model the system’s variability. They are frequently used to evaluate newly developed concepts in the domain of product-line research [15, 32] because they represent small and middle-sized configurable systems. Table 2 shows details of the most recent commits from the subject systems used in our experiment. Even though the most recent commit does not reflect the whole system evolution, it is still an indicator of the system’s size and complexity. The system details for all commits can be found in our data package.

Table 2 shows details of the most recent commits from the subject systems used in our experiment. The first column contains the subject system name. The second column shows the number of commits for each commit of its evolution history. The third column shows the number of features for the most recent commit of each subject system, while column four shows the number of dependencies. Column five shows the number of commits that change the variability model of the respective subject system. To identify which commit changes the variability model, we analyze the uniqueness of each system version based on a hash value as an indicator. We use a hashing algorithm to build a checksum value for each version of the variability model in the evolution history of our subject systems. We then compare the checksum values of consecutive versions against each other. If the checksum differs, we mark the newer variability model version as changed.

#### Acquiring Samples.

Continuous t-wise coverage can be calculated as long as the underlying sampling approach generates a set of configurations for the commits of a system. It is therefore irrelevant which underlying sampling approach is used to generate the samples. However, continuous t-wise coverage is affected by the underlying sampling strategy. For example, using a t-wise sampling algorithm to create samples for each commit of the system will result in higher continuous t-wise coverage values because each configuration in the commit window $n$ contains specifically selected t-wise feature interaction tuples.

In our evaluation, we aim to reduce the influence of the underlying sampling approach in order to obtain meaningful results. Therefore, we use uniform random sampling to generate the samples for the evaluation. Uniform random sampling considers each configuration from the configuration space equally likely. Therefore, the distribution of the configuration space is reflected in the sample, and no biased algorithm optimizations are introduced. However, uniform random sampling does not guarantee that a generated sample achieves 100% feature interaction coverage and may introduce a bias based on the randomly selected configurations. We repeat our experiments ten times to counter the bias of randomly selected configurations. Not achieving 100% t-wise feature interaction coverage using a single sample is irrelevant in our experiments because we are interested in investigating how continuous t-wise coverage behaves over time and compares to one-shot coverage.

**Configuration Selection.** For each subject system, we select a sample of size $m$ for each commit of its evolution history. The sample size $m$ is an essential parameter for our experiments because it strongly influences how fast continuous t-wise coverage may achieve a certain ratio of t-wise feature interaction coverage. Therefore, we perform multiple experiments with different sample sizes. The chosen sample sizes allow us to analyze the behavior of continuous t-wise sampling on a broad scale, starting with a detailed analysis of small differences in the sample size and the possibility of analyzing the effects of large differences in the sample. We use uniform random sampling to generate the samples with different sample sizes. The random selection of configurations by uniform random sampling may influence our results because each configuration selected after the initial configuration may cover a different ratio of t-wise feature interaction tuples. As mentioned before, we mitigate the influence of randomness in our results by executing the experiments ten times. Each of those executions generates an intermediate result. We build the arithmetic mean value of the intermediate results for our discussion.

**Evaluation Hardware.** We perform our experiments on a virtual server running an Ubuntu 20.04 operating system. The server has a virtual processor with eight cores running at 2400MHz. The server’s physical memory is 16 GB, from which we use 12 GB as virtual memory to execute our experiments. The experiments are executed as Java command-line tools integrating functionality from the FeatureIDE library. For running our command-line tool, we use OpenJDK version 1.8.0_292. We provide our command tooling online as open source package.

We are unable to provide our open source tooling for the double blind review, because details about the authors may be leaked in the source code.

### 5.2 Experiment Execution

We perform multiple experiments to investigate continuous coverage for various permutations of the parameters sample size $m$ and window size $n$. We start our experiments by generating samples with the following sample sizes $m$: \{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024\}.
Answering RQ2 requires a direct comparison between continuous t-wise feature interaction coverage in percent. It ranges from 20% to 100%, used in the experiment. The y-axis of Figure 2 shows the measured continuous t-wise coverage, the results are shown for all window sizes. There is a continuous increase from 80% one-shot coverage to 100% for all parameter combinations of continuous t-wise coverage with window size \( n \geq 6 \).

Figure 3 depicts the results for the subject system Fiasco as a surrogate. We visualize the calculated continuous coverage values for the parameter combination \( \{(m = 16, n = 1); (m = 1024, n = 1); (m = 8, n = 10); (m = 128, n = 10)\} \) as representatives for our results. Our supplementary material\(^{11}\) contains the results computed for the different subject systems and parameter combinations. The parameter combinations \( (m = 16, n = 1) \) (i.e., lower bound) and \( (m = 1024, n = 1) \) (i.e., upper bound) represent the behavior of one-shot coverage overtime on the Fiasco subject system. The parameter combination \( (m = 8, n = 10) \) and \( (m = 128, n = 10) \) represent the behavior of continuous coverage over time. On the x-axis of Figure 3, we show the version numbers of commits in our analyzed commit window in chronological order. On the y-axis, we show 2-wise feature interaction coverage in percent (%). The y-axis starts with 40% as the lowest value measured in this experimental setup. The highest value of the y-axis is 100%, indicating that all possible t-wise feature tuples are covered. A data point in the scatter plot represents the 2-wise feature interaction coverage achieved by a certain parameter combination for the respective commit. As representative for our over all results for Fiasco, we visualize data points for \( m = 16 \) (gray circles), and \( m = 1024 \) (gray diamonds) as examples for one-shot sampling (i.e., \( n = 1 \)). Additionally we visualize the parameter combinations \( (m = 8, n = 10) \) (green stars), \( (m = 128, n = 10) \) (green triangles) for continuous coverage. We use a purple background color for commits that do not change the variability model. For the Fiasco, we observe that the variability model changes frequently throughout the system’s evolution.

As depicted in Figure 3, one-shot coverage with sample size \( m = 16 \), varies between 46% to 66% (i.e., a variation of about 20%). For one-shot coverage with sample size \( m = 1024 \), we observe the highest coverage ratio at 94% and lowest at 64%, which shows a variation in coverage of 30%. For continuous coverage (parameter combination \( (m = 8, n = 10) \)), a general upwards trend can be observed between versions one and ten, which is exactly the window size used in this experimental setup. During this ramp-up phase, the coverage ratio increases from 49% to 81%. After that, small variations between 83% coverage at peaks and 78% as lowest values can be observed until a downward trend from version 24 to version 33 sets in. During this downward trend, the coverage ratio decreases from 78% to 67%.

\(^{10}\)https://featureide.github.io/

\(^{11}\)https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7885905
RQ1. In RQ1, we analyze the influence of sample size and commit window size to continuous t-wise coverage. We calculate continuous t-wise coverage for various combinations of sample size $m$ and the commit window size $n$. We use a heat map to visualize the differences and the distribution of t-wise feature interaction coverage between various parameter combinations. Figure 4, shows the calculated results for our subject systems BusyBox, Fiasco, Soletta, and Uclibc in four different heat maps. We represent and discuss our results using the Fiasco subject system as a surrogate.

The x-axis of the heat map represents the window sizes used for calculating continuous t-wise coverage, while the y-axis represents the sample sizes. An entry in the heat map represents the average pair-wise feature interaction coverage ratio calculated with continuous t-wise coverage for the combination of commit window size ($n$) and sample size $m$. For instance, the t-wise feature interaction coverage ratio of the entry in the top left corner of the heat map is calculated for the parameter combination ($n = 1, m = 1$). Each rectangle is shaded using a color scale that ranges from blue (low coverage ratio) to red (high coverage ratio). The color scale is shown on the right side of Figure 4. A dark blue shade represents the lowest possible t-wise feature interaction ratio, while a dark red shade represents the highest ratio.

While the concrete coverage ratios differ for all depicted subject systems, we can observe a trend in all of them. This trend indicates that the lowest coverage ratio (e.g., 32% for Fiasco) is always achieved for a parameter combination of $m = 1$ and $n = 1$ (i.e., the upper-left corner of the heat map). From there, increasing one of the parameters increases the calculated coverage value. The highest coverage values are always reached for the parameter combination $m = 1024$ and $n = 10$. As for our surrogate Fiasco, the highest coverage value is 96%.

### 5.4 Discussion

**RQ1:** As a basis for the discussion of this research question, we use the results computed for Fiasco as an example. For the other subject systems, we observe slight deviations in details such as the concrete ratio of computed feature interaction coverage. However, the same general trend for continuous t-wise coverage can be observed for all subject systems, as seen in Figure 2. It shows that continuous t-wise coverage achieves at least the minimum t-wise feature interaction coverage for all window sizes across all of our subject systems. It also shows a slight increase in the achieved t-wise feature interaction coverage on average, while a significant increase in the highest value for t-wise feature interaction coverage is shown. The detailed analysis for the Fiasco subject system underlines these results. Our results for Fiasco show that continuous t-wise coverage increases over time until the maximum window size is reached. Using a sample size of $m = 8$ and a window size of $n = 10$, increases the achieved coverage ratio by about 32% over the first ten system versions. During this ramp-up phase, continuous t-wise coverage considers feature tuples from each previously used sample, which explains the strong increase in the coverage ratio. Between the 10th and 23rd system versions, the measured t-wise coverage ratio no longer increases. Instead, it remains stable with a small fluctuation of about 5%. This behaviour is expected because continuous t-wise coverage replaces feature tuples covered by older system versions with newer feature tuples. This limits the number of feature interaction tuples that can be covered, meaning the maximum t-wise interaction coverage ratio is also limited. From the 24th to the 33rd system version, we discovered a downward trend in the achieved coverage ratio of continuous t-wise coverage (i.e., a reduction of 8%). This trend is also visible for the calculated baseline configurations of one-shot coverage, which indicates that achieving a high t-wise feature interaction ratio for the last system versions of a Fiasco is generally hard.

In comparison to the baseline results (i.e., upper and lower limit) from Figure 3, we observe that after the ramp-up phase, continuous t-wise coverage is higher than the lower baseline (i.e., $(m = 16, n = 1)$), but remains mostly lower than the upper baseline (i.e., $(m = 1024, n = 1)$). This behaviour is expected for the shown parameter combinations since after the ramp-up phase, continuous t-wise coverage accumulates feature-interaction tuples from
We observe similar results for Busybox, Soletta, and Uclibc. Continuous t-wise coverage with the parameter combination \( m = 2 \) and \( n = 10 \) achieves higher t-wise interaction coverage than one-shot coverage using a sample size of \( m = 1024 \). However, Figure 3 shows that after the second commit, continuous t-wise coverage with the parameter combination \( m = 8 \) and \( n = 10 \) reaches a higher t-wise feature interaction coverage ration than one-shot coverage with double the sample size (i.e. \( m = 16 \)).

**RQ1.2:** Our results show that reaching a certain amount of pairwise feature interaction coverage with continuous t-wise coverage depends on the parameter combination of sample size (\( m \)) and window size (\( n \)). The visualized results for the parameters \( m = 8 \) and \( n = 10 \) never reach 98% of pair-wise coverage, while increasing the sample size to 128 is enough to reach this threshold for Fiasco. One-shot sampling with a sample size of 1024 does not achieve pair-wise feature interaction coverage either. Therefore, \( t \) is particularly difficult to reach this threshold using uniform random sampling. We observe similar results for Busybox, Soletta, and Uclibc.

**RQ1.3:** The variation in coverage mostly depends on the nature of the commits. If a feature model is changed often, continuous coverage will be more varied. If a feature model is changed drastically, the variation will be larger. Our results for Fiasco, where the feature model changes frequently, show that the calculated coverage ratios remain decently stable with at most 6% of fluctuation between consecutive system versions. We observe similar results for the other subject systems, with slightly higher fluctuation rates. Considering that all samples are generated with uniform random sampling, we argue that those results indicate that continuous coverage is resilient to most changes in the feature model.

**RQ1 Summary:** Continuous coverage has a great advantage compared to one-shot coverage. For one, if the same sample size is used, the achieved coverage outperforms one-shot coverage overtime. Consequently, smaller sample sizes can achieve the same coverage over time. Another benefit of continuous coverage is its resilience towards feature model changes. First, changes to the feature model do not affect one-shot coverage, as the sample configurations are always computed wrt. the current feature model version. However, continuous coverage achieves higher coverage nevertheless and suffers smaller coverage losses over time, as the knowledge of previous samples mitigates the impact of feature model changes.

**RQ2:** With RQ2, we aim to identify a beneficial trade-off between sample size (\( m \)) and commit window size (\( n \)). Therefore, we use continuous t-wise coverage to calculate the pair-wise feature interaction coverage ratio for various combinations of \( m \) and \( n \). We visualize the results of those calculations as a heat map, shown in Figure 4. The lowest pair-wise feature interaction coverage ratio for all systems is computed for the combination \( m = 1, n = 1 \). We observe that increasing \( m \) and \( n \) simultaneously increases the ratio of computed t-wise feature interaction coverage the fastest. For instance, 81% pair-wise feature interaction coverage for Fiasco is achieved for a combination of \( m = 32 \) and \( n = 4 \) when using continuous t-wise coverage for the calculation. Achieving the same coverage in one commit (\( n = 1 \)), requires 1024 configurations \( m = 1024 \), which results in high testing effort for the commit. Minimizing the testing effort by considering one configuration per commit (\( m = 1 \)) increases the risk of missing a fault because in general only about 25% of pair-wise coverage is achieved per commit, and it takes a long time to achieve 100% of pair-wise coverage. Testing 16 configurations \( m = 16 \) per commit over eight commits \( n = 7 \) achieves a better pair-wise coverage for Fiasco as testing 1024 configurations in one commit. This averages the testing effort and the risk of missing faults per commit, which is a beneficial trade-off for testing a configurable system.

![Figure 4: Achieved t-wise feature interaction coverage using various parameter combinations (\( m \) and \( n \)) for continuous t-wise coverage.](attachment:image)

The heatmaps show for all subject systems that increasing either the sample size or the window size increases pair-wise feature interaction coverage.

800 configurations per system version. Compared to 16 configurations, feature tuples from 800 configurations should achieve a higher t-wise feature interaction coverage, while compared to 1024 configurations, the achieved t-wise feature interaction coverage should be lower. We observe similar results for the other subject systems in our experimental setup.
The results achieved in our experiments indicate that the ratio of pair-wise feature interaction coverage calculated with continuous t-wise coverage depends on the total number of configurations considered over time. To achieve equal coverage ratios, we can reduce the number of considered configurations per commit, but then we must increase the size of our commit window. This discovery means that splitting coverage between multiple commits can reduce testing effort per commit while still achieving t-wise feature interaction coverage. However, the more commits it takes to achieve t-wise feature interaction coverage, the higher is the risk of losing the traceability of faults.

Based on our results, we can answer RQ2 that there is a direct trade-off between testing effort (i.e., sample size \( m \)) and testing uncertainty (i.e., commit window size \( n \)). By investigating different subject systems, we identified that the optimal trade-off depends on the system itself and the testing strategy applied to the system.

### 5.5 Threats to Validity

**Internal Validity.** A threat to internal validity is that we use pre-processed variability models as input for our evaluation. Means of acquiring those models (e.g., using Tseitin transformation [16]) may influence the validity of our results. However, we argue that the variability models used in our experiments must be of high quality because they were already used in peer-reviewed publications. A second threat is that we may have introduced faults while implementing our evaluation tool kit. We mitigate this threat by using the well-validated FeatureIDE library as a resource for utility implementation wrt. processing and analyzing variability models.

**External Validity.** A threat to external validity is that we only use four subject systems with their variability modeled in KConfig for our evaluation. Using subject systems that use different variability languages may cause differing evaluation results. However, we argue that KConfig is a well-known language to model variability used in many configurable software systems. To mitigate this threat even further, we selected small and middle-sized real-world systems, which are often used to evaluate new concepts in the software-product line domain [15, 32]. The next threat to external validity is choosing uniform random sampling as underlying sampling approach over a t-wise sampling approach. Using a t-wise sampling approach would have resulted in generally higher and less fluctuating values for continuous t-wise coverage, making it easier to show the capabilities of our new metric. However, those results would always be influenced by the concrete implementation of the sampling algorithm. Choosing random configurations as input for calculating continuous t-wise coverage threatens the external validity because random fluctuations may appear. We mitigate the influence of random selection by performing our experiments ten times, each with different randomly selected configurations. The results of those experiment executions are accumulated using the arithmetic mean value. The last threat to external validity is that our results only measure pair-wise feature interaction coverage. Results for high t-wise coverage strengths will differ from our results, wrt. calculated coverage ratios. However, we expect that the general behaviour of continuous t-wise coverage and the comparison to one-shot coverage will remain the same.

**Influence of Solution Space Changes.** Our evaluation focuses on the influence of problem space changes (i.e., feature model changes) on continuous t-wise coverage. An empirical evaluation of solution space changes (i.e., feature code changes) was beyond the scope of this paper and is part of our ongoing research. Nevertheless, solution space changes are an essential part of the evolution of a configurable system, and must be considered when arguing about continuous t-wise coverage calculation.

In practice, the solution space realization of a feature may change dramatically between two commits. For instance, the source code of a feature may be replaced completely by a refactoring action. In context of a continuous testing approach, this means that the changed features and all feature tuples which they are included in must be retested. Therefore, considering solution space changes when accumulating t-wise feature tuples over time requires the identification of changed features. Feature changes can be found by applying a change impact and dependency analysis. All previously covered feature tuples that contain a changed feature cannot be considered as covered anymore. Therefore, all feature tuples that contain at least one changed feature (i.e., impacted feature tuples) must be removed from the set of already covered feature tuples, when accumulating t-wise feature interaction coverage over time.

We estimate that the described approach for considering solution space changes will result in a large number of impacted feature tuples. Since those feature tuples will be removed from the set of covered tuples, the continuous t-wise coverage for the subject system under consideration is also be reduced. Especially changing the solution space of multiple features will reduce continuous t-wise coverage drastically in between commits. Accumulating t-wise coverage for development phases with solution space changes in many features does not result in more benefits than one-shot sampling. However, in development phases where only a few features are changed between commits accumulating t-wise coverage over time, will be beneficial in reducing the test effort per commit.

### 6 RELATED WORK

This section elaborates on previous research related to our concept of continuous t-wise coverage. We start by discussing various types of state-of-the-art one-shot sampling algorithms [1, 5, 11, 13, 15]. After that, we elaborate on the existing regression testing procedures for configurable systems [17, 19, 20].

#### 6.1 One-Shot Sampling Algorithms

Over the past decades, many different t-wise feature interaction sampling algorithms were introduced. Varshosaz et al. [36] present an extensive overview of current research of sampling algorithms. Currently, YASA [15] shows the best performance values between the established t-wise feature interaction sampling algorithms, including Chvatal [3], ICPL [13], and IncLing [1]. Those algorithms are primarily used to generate a sample for the most recent commit of the system. Applying them in a continuous sampling approach is challenging, because they use a metric for t-wise feature interaction coverage that cannot consider previously calculated configurations (i.e., one-shot coverage). One-shot coverage does not allow to make an informed trade-off between testing effort and the risk of missing faults while testing a commit, which makes it impossible to
know which feature tuples are already covered by previous samples. With continuous t-wise coverage, we introduce a coverage metric that considers the evolution of the system to make this informed trade-off possible and enable the use of continuous sampling.

### 6.2 Regression Testing of Configurable Systems

Over the past decades, regression testing for configurable systems was mostly applied for the selection of test cases [17, 20–23]. The selection and prioritization of product configurations that consider the systems evolution, is not as well researched [19, 25]. The following paragraphs elaborate on how the systems evolution was previously used for test case and configuration selection strategies.

**Test Case Selection and Prioritization.** Lochau et al. [21–23] proposed a workflow for incremental testing of configurable systems, where test results are reused for consecutively tested product configurations of the same system version. Lity et al. [17, 20] extend this workflow so that test artifacts and test results are also usable for testing versions of variants. The presented approaches work on the level of test case selection, while our concept of continuous t-wise coverage addresses the configuration selection over the evolution of a configurable system. However, a combination between approach on configuration level and existing approaches on test case level is possible, by using information about previously covered feature tuples in the selection of test-cases that address them specifically.

**Product Configuration Selection and Prioritization.** Lima et al. [19] propose strategies to prioritize all configurations under test to reduce the testing effort for evolving configurable systems in a regression-based test environment. Marjian et al. [25] introduce an algorithm to calculate configurations that achieve single feature interaction coverage for evolving configurable systems. Their algorithm is intended to be explicitly used for regression testing in continuous integration. None of the existing approaches uses the ratio of achieved t-wise feature interaction coverage over time as a prioritization criterion because the current metric is not designed for this use case. With continuous t-wise coverage, we propose a metric exactly for this use case. Therefore, we may be able to guide the configuration selection and prioritization in sample-based regression testing to be more efficient.

### 7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present continuous t-wise coverage as a new concept to calculate the ratio of t-wise feature interaction coverage. Our concept accumulates feature tuples tested for commits contained in a commit window and uses the accumulated set of feature tuples for calculating the t-wise feature interaction coverage. Continuous t-wise coverage allows distributing the testing effort for covering all t-wise feature interactions between multiple commits (i.e., reducing the testing effort per commit). However, distributing the testing effort increases the risk of missing faults per commit because it takes more commits to cover all t-wise feature interactions. We evaluated our concept on four real-world systems (BusyBox, Fiasco, Soletta, and Uclibc). Our evaluation shows a direct trade-off between the configurations tested per commit and the number of commits it takes to achieve t-wise interaction coverage. We discover that continuous t-wise coverage makes it possible to demonstrate trade-offs of existing testing settings, and analyze their efficiency for frequently evolving configurable systems.

In the future, we aim to expand our evaluation to more real-world systems with richer evolution histories to show that our results are valid for a broader set of systems. Further, we want to analyze how continuous t-wise coverage behaves for higher strength values of t-wise feature interaction coverage (i.e., \( t = 3, \ t = 4, \ t = 5 \)). We also plan to measure continuous t-wise coverage based on established t-wise sampling algorithms, such as YASA, and compare those results with the results presented in this paper. Since, in the current evaluation, we only investigate the influence of problem space changes (i.e., changed feature models), it is part of our future research to investigate solution space changes (i.e., changed source code) as well. Besides strengthening our existing evaluation results, we aim to develop an incremental sampling algorithm that uses continuous t-wise coverage to select configurations. We plan to analyze the actual trade-off between the risk of missing faults and reducing test effort per commit by using concepts of mutation testing to introduce faults into the subject systems and execute test cases on the mutated systems. Comparing the fault finding rate between continuous t-wise testing and one-shot testing will then reveal its effectiveness.
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